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The Science – past correlations, indicate future changes
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C02 concentration and temperature
anomalies’ correlation, an omnious sign

Thousands of years ago

Homo sapiens evolved

Data from Parrenin et al., 2013; Snyder et al., 2016; Bereiter et al., 2015.
Ben Henley and Nerilie Abram/The Conversation

Global surface temperatures change relative to 
1951-1980 average
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• Data source: NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS). Credit: NASA/GISS
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Growth in emissions - forecast
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Source: Exponential Climate Action RoadMap, GCAS, 2018
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The reality of climate change
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405 parts per million in 2017
The highest level since the Pliocene era 3-5 
million years ago

68% of all extreme weather 
events studied were made 
more likely or more severe 
by human caused climate 

change

Extreme weather 

-413 Gt / year
Satellite data show that Earth’s 
polar ice sheets are losing mass

30%
CO2 emissions absorbed 

by Oceans

Ocean acidification
CO2 concentrations up

Sea level rise

+1°C to 14.7°C
Since industrial revolution

Global temperature increase
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Aviva has been at the forefront of industry developments with respect to sustainable finance since the 1990s. We were the first asset 
manager to formally integrate corporate responsibility into our Voting Policy and were a founding signatory of the Principle for
Responsible Investment and Principles for Sustainable Insurance.

Heritage
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Aviva 
Investors 
asked to join 
the Financial
Stability Board 
Taskforce on 
climate-related 
financial 
disclosures

1994

At UN Summit Aviva 
pledges to ‘balance of 
economic development, the 
welfare of people and a 
sound environment, by 
incorporating these 
considerations into  
business activities’

Aviva Investors 
founding CDP 
signatory (previously 
Carbon Disclosure  
Project) & first asset 
manager to formally 
integrate corporate 
responsibility to voting 
policy

Aviva Investors is 
founding signatory 
of the Principles for  
Responsible 
Investment

Aviva is founding 
signatory to 
ClimateWise and 
Accounting for
Sustainability 
Principles

Aviva Investors 
in vanguard of 
signing the UK 
Stewardship 
Code

Launched Aviva 
Roadmap for 
Sustainable Capital 
Markets & Sustainable 
Capital Markets 
Manifesto

Mark Wilson speaks at UN 
General Assembly on 
Sustainable Finance

Aviva published Strategic 
Response to Climate Change & 
actively participated in COP21

Aviva Investors joined Investor 
Forum Board

2005

1994 1995 2001 2007 2012 2014 2015 2017

Aviva Investors 
founded Corporate 
Sustainability 
Reporting Coalition 
with call to action at 
Rio+20 Conference

Aviva is founding 
signatory of 
Principles of 
Sustainable  
Insurance

2010

Aviva Investors asked 
to join European 
Commission's High 
Level Expert Group 
on Sustainable 
Finance

2016

Aviva discloses
against TCFD 
recommendations

Aviva Investors 
among first asset 
managers to 
publish Corporate 
Governance 
Voting Policy

2006
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The Financial Stability Board established an industry led task-force: the Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures. The Task force was 
asked to develop voluntary, consistent climate-related financial disclosures that would be useful to investors, lenders, and global insurance 
underwriters. 

Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
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Why? It’s systemic and the PRA have high expectations

• The CRO/Chief Actuaries’ frame of reference: PRA SS 3/19

“Climate change, and society’s response to it, present financial risks which are relevant to the PRA’s 

objectives…”

“ORSA…should include at a minimum…all material exposures relating to the financial risks from 

climate change”

“… few firms are taking a strategic approach that considers how actions today affect future financial 

risks.”

“…(robust) governance…embed climate change into existing risk management…”

“…use long term scenario analysis to inform strategy”

13 May 2019 8
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Measurement is the first step to management

13 May 2019 9

Risk 
Management 

Cycle

Measure

Manage

Wider 
context

Describe 
the 

system
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But you need to understand what you’re looking at…

13 May 2019 10

Risk 
Management 

Cycle

Measure

Interpret

ManageWider 
context

Describe 
the 

system
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3 Pillars of climate change’s financial impact
Transition
Risk

Physical
Risk

Litigation
Risk

13 May 2019 11
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Transition risk: the cost of putting things right
13 May 2019 12
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Physical risk: the cost of inaction
13 May 2019 13
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Physical risk: leveraging catastrophe models

13 May 2019 14

In a “BAU” 
scenario, the 

1-in-100 
year event 

could 
become the 

c.1-in-90
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Physical risk: leveraging catastrophe models

13 May 2019 15

In a “BAU” 
scenario, the 

1-in-100 
year event 

could 
become the 

c.1-in-30
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Litigation risk: 

13 May 2019 16

It’s all their fault!
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What the modelling tells us
• There is greater cost from inaction

• PV of physical risk costs more than transition risk

• Climate change is a non-diversifiable risk
• The output is decision useful, despite the uncertainty

• Simple actions can have large impacts

• Modelling sophisticated but immature
– How useful are dollar losses given the huge modelling uncertainty?

• Learning to interpret the data
– Expert insight, pragmatism experience required

13 May 2019 17
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Why should you carry on listening?

13 May 2019 18

Mandatory reporting is around the 
corner

Wow the PRA with your insights!

The PRA expects climate change to 
be integrated from the Board down

Competitive advantage
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“The how-to bit” - Aviva’s TCFD journey: Governance

• Executive sponsors

• Run out of Risk function

• Very wide participation
– Investment | Actuarial | Underwriting | Reinsurance | Risk | Public policy…

• Governance in line with risk calibration
– Expert judgement panels

– Robust challenge from wide body of stakeholders

– External expert input and specialist review

13 May 2019 19
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“The how-to bit” – Getting the modelling done

• The modelling is specialist and deeply non-trivial

• Growing number of specialist vendors

• Physical risk is similar, but vitally different, to catastrophe modelling

• Transition risk requires strong skills in:
– Cost projection

– Company valuation

– Instrument valuation

– Scenario analysis

• Litigation risk requires deep legal, policy and climate change knowledge

13 May 2019 20
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“The how-to bit” – Data is crucial

• Listed securities are relatively easy

• Unlisted less so

• Real estate-linked
– Location and building type needed for physical

– Transition risk data is a challenge, so modelling needed

• Sovereigns is a puzzle
– Large portfolio exposures

– Opaque and complex exposure to climate change

– Based our analysis on ND-GAIN, but room for improvement

13 May 2019 21
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“The how-to bit” – Outputs by pillar

• Dollar “losses”
– Be wary of Climate “VaR” measures, is it a Value at Risk or stressed value?

– Take time to due diligence the modelling

– How meaningful/useful is a dollar loss?

• Some providers output exposure indices
– More intellectually honest? More useful?

• How will we use this data?
– Share it and walk through 

• How trustworthy is it for BIG decisions?

13 May 2019 22
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“The how-to bit” - Aggregation

• Borrowed from our Operational Risk modelling

• Bayesian networks
– Map together interactions

– Better reflect uncertainty

– Provide overall exposure figures and granular attribution

13 May 2019 23
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“The how-to bit” – The “use test”

• Executive sponsors

• Run out of Risk function

• Governance in line with risk calibration
– Expert judgement panels

– Robust challenge from wide body of stakeholders

– External expert input and specialist review

13 May 2019 24
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“The how-to bit” – Open issues

• IEA derived scenarios

• Analysis of sovereign exposure

• Regulatory intervention

• Carbon price rises
– What/when/how?

• Integrating more deeply into SAA
– Requires climate-change aware economic models

13 May 2019 25
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Aviva’s exposure to climate change across our 
business

13 May 2019 26
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Aviva Investors Responsible Investment approach

13 May 2019 27

ESG Integration

We work with fund managers & analysts to integrate relevant 
ESG factors into investment decision-making – delivering a 
more risk aware investment process 

Active ownership

We use our influence, actively engaging & voting, to promote 
good governance & sustainable business practice – driving 
better quality investments

Market reform

We advocate for longer term more sustainable capital 
markets at national, EU, OECD & UN level – supporting more 
sustainable value creation

Avoidance

We offer our clients the ability to exclude certain ethically 
controversial areas and steer their investments  preferences 
towards companies that provide solutions to societal 
challenges.

Integration Active 
ownership

AvoidanceMarket 
reform

2015 – Published “Aviva’s strategic response to climate change”
2018 – Published “Aviva’s climate change stocktake”
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Active ownership - Voting

13 May 2019 28

Corporate Governance Policy
- Disclosure

2001: withhold support for a company’s if their disclosure on ESG issues is absent or non-existent
2019: withhold support for AR&A if not sufficient climate disclosure (TCFD)

- Shareholder resolutions
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Active Ownership - Engagement

13 May 2019 29
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Active ownership - Engagement
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Active ownership – Market reform

• 2014 – “Roadmap for Sustainable Capital Markets” & “Sustainable Capital Markets 
Manifesto”

• 2016 – Represented on Financial Stability Board’s Taskforce on Climate-related 
Financial Disclosures

• 2016 – Joined European Commission's High Level Expert Group on Sustainable 
Finance

• 2018 – Launch of World Benchmark Alliance

• 2018 – Recognised by UN for work on sustainability

13 May 2019 31
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Aviva and engagement on climate change - Conclusion

13 May 2019 32
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Three key messages

1) Why? It’s systemic and the PRA have high expectations
– The PRA are paying attention – read SS 3/19

– Measurement is the first step to understanding

2) Why? The greatest cost to shareholders and customers is from inaction

3) How? Plenty can be done by taking an active approach to asset ownership

13 May 2019 33
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Some further information

• https://www.unepfi.org/investment/tcfd/

13 May 2019 34

https://www.unepfi.org/investment/tcfd/
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The views expressed in this [publication/presentation] are those of invited contributors and not necessarily those of the IFoA. The IFoA do not endorse any of the 
views stated, nor any claims or representations made in this [publication/presentation] and accept no responsibility or liability to any person for loss or damage 
suffered as a consequence of their placing reliance upon any view, claim or representation made in this [publication/presentation]. 

The information and expressions of opinion contained in this publication are not intended to be a comprehensive study, nor to provide actuarial advice or advice 
of any nature and should not be treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual situations. On no account may any part of this 
[publication/presentation] be reproduced without the written permission of the IFoA [or authors, in the case of non-IFoA research].

Questions Comments
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